
#CBB102 “HERCULES” 
13” X 8” KING SIZE BAMBOO CUTTING & SERVING BOARD WITH SILICONE HANGING RING
This extra-large bamboo cutting and serving board is perfect for food prep and serving larger groups of people. 
It features a round silicone capped cut-out to help with grip or for hanging between uses. Pricing includes a 
laser engraved imprint in one location and a white tuck box. 
Size: Approximately 13” W x 8” L x 3/8” Thickness. 
Imprint: 5” W x 2” H. Optional 2nd Location: 5” W x 2” H Top of Board.
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\Please note: Bamboo products have natural color variances due to their organic nature. Color variances are expected, as no two bamboo products will be the exact same shade even within the same dye lot and this is not considered a defect. These natural 
colors and wood grain will have a varying effect during the laser process and are considered a normal part of the printing on an organic, natural products.  Recommended to hand wash only, not dishwasher safe. 
Important Information: Laser engraving appears on actual item as tone on tone (as the laser engraving uses the laser to burn through the surface), on a proof laser engraving is most often shown in gray color. Imprint will shift slightly when printed or 
lasered. Each product is manufactured and printed individually, so 3/16” movement in logo alignment may result and cannot be considered a defect in printing.  Note on proofs: E Proofs are for logo placement and size approval only. The colors shown on 
e-proofs will not be accurately represented on monitors. Therefore, e-proofs cannot be an exact color representation and factory is not responsible for ANY variation. Cutting board are intended for individual use and cannot be compared.  1230

Laser Setup Charge: 60.00 (G) per location. Price Includes:  Laser engraved imprint in one location. 2nd Location Imprint: top of 
board up to 5” W x 2“H , add 1.00 (G) running charge plus 60.00 (G) Setup charge if different imprint. Email Proof Charge: 7.50 (G), 
add 2 days to production time.  Repeat Setup Charge: 35.00 (G). Packaging: White Tuck Box. Production Time: 10 Days.  
Material: Bamboo with PVC hanging ring. Weight: 75 lbs. (50 pcs.).

Specify Promo #E4792 to receive special pricing at time of order placement as it cannot be applied later. This offer may not be combined with any other promotion, 
discount, coupon and/or special column pricing (EQP & NQP do not apply sorry no exceptions). Expires 3/31/2024
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Bamboo is a highly sustainable, renewable and durable plant which 
can grow to full size much faster than trees which are also used as 
wood sources. It is one of the fastest growing plants on earth. 
Meets FDA Standards.

INNOVATION-LINE.COMASI 62660   •   SAGE 51749


